Gear Lubricants & Transmission Fluids
Automotive Gear Lubricants
Gear Lube MP – Heavy duty gear lubricant suitable for use in highway and oﬀ-highway vehicles
in the mechanical transmissions (gearbox, rear axles) where API GL 5 level is required.
Meets API GL-5 Viscosity grade Multi-grade & Mono-grades
Gear Lube EP- Multi-purpose extreme pressure lubricant for mechanical transmissions where
API GL-4 level is required.
Meets API GL-4 Viscosity grades Multi-grade & Mono-grades

Gear Lubricants & Transmission Fluids

Trans Gear – Straight mineral gear oils for mechanical transmissions where API GL-1 level is
required.
Meets API GL-1 Viscosity grades Mono-grades

Transmission Fluids
Automatic Transmission Fluids – ATF series is a high performance, multi-purpose, highly shear
stable ﬂuids for automatic and semi-automatic transmissions and torque converters of
passenger cars, and commercial vehicles when the manufacturer requires a lubricant meeting
GM DEXRON III or DEXRON II D speciﬁcations. GM TYPE A ﬂuid is also suitable for manual
transmissions of some Mercedes vehicles.
Torque Fluid HT – High-performance, heavy-duty transmission ﬂuid series formulated
especially for lubrication of power shift transmissions, rear axles, ﬁnal drives and hydraulic
systems that are in use in the civil work machines and trucks that require Caterpillar TO-4 or
Allison C 4 ﬂuids.
Universal Tractor Fluid – UTF is approved for use in transmission and hydraulic systems and is
also adapted for lubrication of wet brakes and power take oﬀ clutches.
Available in 208, 20, 5, 4 & 1 Liters packs

ZEETEX SUPER 2000 HEAVY DUTY BRAKE FLUID
PERFORMANCE LEVEL:
SAE J1703 F
DOT-3
ZEETEX SUPER 2000 HEAVY DUTY BRAKE FLUID meets and exceeds the requirement of Federal
Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. 116 and DOT-3 speciﬁcation. It also covers SAE J1703F
speciﬁcation.
ZEETEX SUPER 2000 HEAVY DUTY BRAKE FLUID is a synthetic Brake Fluid with very high
viscosity index to maintain its performance over a wide temperature range. It has excellent
anti-wear, anti-corrosion and vapour lock properties for trouble-free hydraulic brake systems.
ZEETEX SUPER 2000 HEAVY DUTY BRAKE FLUID is a moisture resistant, high performance brake
ﬂuid and is designed for the braking systems of all cars, trucks and buses and meets the latest
international standards. It absorbs moisture at a slower rate and maintains its high vapour
lock/boiling point characteristics for a longer period. stability in shock loading and vibration. It
has high chemical stability to protect moving parts from wear, rust and corrosion.

Motorcycle & Outboard Oils
ZEETEX 2T OIL
SAE GRADE: 30
PERFORMANCE LEVEL:
API Service Classiﬁcation: TC
ZEETEX 2T OIL is super quality oil for gasoline powered two stroke cycle engines. It is a blend of
highly reﬁned paraﬃnic base stock and additive package formulated to meet the requirement
of high speed two stroke engines. It is specially formulated for use in high powered air cooled
two stroke cycle engines used in chain saws, lawn mowers, heavy duty motor cycles and one or
two cylinder small outboard engines.
ZEETEX 2T OIL can be used in engines where oil is mixed with petrol or a separate injector is
provided for mixing.
ZEETEX 2T OIL has high thermal stability and gives low heat generation and less frictional power
losses. It has good resistance to oxidation to keep the engine free from carbon deposits, and
gives trouble-free ignition to provide longer spark plug life. It mixes easily with petrol and the
mix remains stable to provide better engine lubrication. It produces less deposit, giving clean
rings and spark plugs, less gumming and a cleaner exhaust.
ZEETEX OUTBOARD MOTOR OIL
PERFORMANCE LEVEL:
It meets and exceeds the requirement of NMMA TC-W3
ZEETEX OUTBOARD MOTOR OIL is a premium performance two stroke, marine outboard
engine oil. It is formulated with ashless additive package and high viscosity index base stock.

The legend is born
Established in 2005, ZEETEX product portfolio comprises of tires,
batteries & lubricants and oﬀers over 600 diﬀerentiated items for
automotive industry. There are total of 65 plus speciﬁcations of
lubricants, 322 items in the tire range, 62 sizes of batteries under the
ZEETEX brand and it is wholly owned subsidiary of ZAFCO FZCO
accredited by ISO 9001-2008. Zeetex lubricants are blended in UAE and
marketed in and around UAE and 85 other countries around the world.
Zafco specializes in the manufacturing and marketing of the entire range
of “Zeetex” branded automotive, industrial, marine lubricants, greases
and provides the assurance of quality, safety and compliance with
environment requirements.
The products are blended with stringent quality control using highly
reﬁned base stocks and additives imported from Europe and Saudi
Arabia. The products are supported by all the leading petroleum bodies’
accreditation such as American Petroleum Institute (API). In addition to
supplying high quality lubricants we also provide a full range of services
to clients such as used oil analysis, technical services etc.
ZEETEX with its proven performance & timely customer support is
growing at a tremendous pace. This is because of our continuous eﬀorts
to present consumers with high performance that is simultaneously
environment friendly. ZEETEX is leading the way in product innovation
and customer satisfaction. A revolution is happening for the betterment
of the global community.
Be a part of it.

ZEETEX OUTBOARD MOTOR OIL is recommended for all types of gasoline fuel two stroke
marine outboard engines. It can also be mixed with fuel to oil ratio up to 50:1, or as recommended by the engine manufacturer. It is not recommended for use in any four stroke engine.
ZEETEX OUTBOARD MOTOR OIL is a premium quality oil with enhanced ashless property to
resist harmful deposits in the combustion chamber. It gives protection against pre-ignition and
helps to avoid spark plug fouling, under all operating conditions, and also provides excellent
protection in metal wear and ensures longer engine life. The ashless additive system provides
superior piston cleanliness and protection against ring sticking by minimizing deposit
formation, thus maintaining combustion eﬃciency and protection against power loss.
Available in 208,20, 5 & 1 Liters packes

P.O. Box: 262176, Jebel Ali Free Zone (South). Dubai, U.A.E.
T :+971 4 886 2700. F: +971 4 886 2701
www.zafco.com | www.zeetex.com
Zeetex is a registered trademark

World Class Lubricants,
Greases & Specialities

Passenger Car Motor Oils

Diesel Engine Oils

Industrial Oils

ZEETEX LAZER EXTREME MOTOR OIL
SAE GRADE: EXTREME 10W/40
PERFORMANCE LEVEL:
API classiﬁcation: SM/CF
European speciﬁcation: ACEA A3/B3/B4/C3,
MB 229.1, BMW
ZEETEX LAZER EXTREME MOTOR OIL is an exclusive crank case oil for high performance
gasoline powered engines. It is formulated with high quality base oil using state-of-the-art
additive technology.
ZEETEX LAZER EXTREME MOTOR OIL protects today’s engines that operate at high temperature
and speeds. ZEETEX LAZER EXTREME MOTOR OIL improves thermal control, works in extreme
conditions and protects the engine against wear at high speed. It gives exceptional fuel
economy and makes the engines easy to start in all weather condition.

ZEETEX THUNDER PLUS DIESEL ENGINE OIL
SAE GRADE: 15W/40,20W/50
PERFORMANCE LEVEL:
API classiﬁcation: CI-4/SL
European speciﬁcation: ACEA E5/B3/A2,
MB 228.1/229.1, VOLVO VDS 3, M3275, MACK EO-M
ZEETEX THUNDER PLUS DIESEL ENGINE OIL is a top-of-the-line diesel engine oil formulated
with a select mixture of additives and base oil. They are recommended for all naturally and
turbo charged diesel engines, used in heavy duty trucks, agricultural, mining and construction
equipment as well as gasoline run turbo charged vehicles. It is designed for extended drain
intervals in diesel powered on and oﬀ road equipments.
ZEETEX THUNDER PLUS DIESEL ENGINE OIL exceeds industry standards in terms of excellent
high temperature deposit control, oil thickening resistance, soot dispersant qualities and oil
consumption control. Presence of detergent additives in the oil provides maximum lubricant
alkalinity and alkalinity retention leading to cleaner engines.

ZEETEX INDUSTRIAL OILS oﬀers an exhaustive range of customized oils for use in the earth,
moving construction equipment, Steel, Cement, Power & other industries.
The range of ZEETEX INDUSTRIAL OILS is as below:

ZEETEX LAZER Hi SPEED ENGINE OIL (Fully Synthetic)
SAE GRADE: 5W/30, 10W/40
PERFORMANCE LEVEL:
API classiﬁcation: SL/CF
European speciﬁcation: ACEA A4-98,B4-98,M.B 229.3,
VW 502/505, BMW, Porche.
ZEETEX LAZER Hi SPEED ENGINE OIL is a fully synthetic crank case oil that is ideal for most
modern and advanced high performance engines to achieve peak performance.
ZEETEX LAZER Hi SPEED ENGINE OIL ensures maximum engine protection through superior
viscosity retention, high oxidation resistance and excellent thermal stability. Maximum engine
cleanliness, smooth control and wear protection contribute to longer engine life and greater
fuel eﬃciency.
ZEETEX LAZER 7000 MOTOR OIL
SAE GRADE: 20W/50
PERFORMANCE LEVEL:
API classiﬁcation: SL/CF
European speciﬁcation: ACEA A3/B3, VW 505.00,
MB 229.1, Volvo VDS
ZEETEX LAZER 7000 MOTOR OIL is designed to provide world-class performance in modern
gasoline engines. Formulated with precisely deﬁned additive compounds in premium quality
base oil, this oil provides exceptional performance when used in high powered gasoline and
diesel engines.
ZEETEX LAZER 7000 MOTOR OIL provides excellent resistance to oxidation wear and corrosion.
It has outstanding anti-sludge properties together with high level of detergency / dispersancy
properties for improved engine performance. Superior anti-friction and exceptional oxidation
resistance enhance the oil drain interval and provide improved fuel eﬃciency.
ZEETEX LAZER 5000 MOTOR OIL
SAE GRADE: 20W/50, 40
PERFORMANCE LEVEL:
API classiﬁcation: SF/CD
U.S Military speciﬁcation: MIL-L 46152 B
MIL-L 2104 D
ZEETEX LAZER 5000 MOTOR OIL is a superior quality crank case oil and is a blend of highly
reﬁned base stock and an excellent additive package. ZEETEX LAZER 5000 MOTOR OIL is
recommended for use in naturally aspirated or turbo duty charged gasoline and diesel engines
of passenger cars and light vehicles.
ZEETEX LAZER 5000 MOTOR OIL gives good startability at low temperature and provides
outstanding protection against rust and corrosion. It maintains oxidation resistance and high
thermal stability in wide temperature range and gives excellent performance year round even
under severe driving conditions.

Available in 208, 20, 4 & 1 Liters packs

ZEETEX THUNDER DIESEL ENGINE OIL
SAE GRADE: 15W/40, 20W/50
PERFORMANCE LEVEL:
API classiﬁcation: CH-4/SJ
European speciﬁcation: ACEA E3/B4/B3/A3, MB 228.3/229.1,
VOLVO VDS-2, MAN M3275, MACK EO-M
U.S. Military speciﬁcation: MIL-PRF-2104G
ZEETEX THUNDER DIESEL ENGINE OIL is a premium quality diesel engine oil conforming to
latest API CH-4/SJ multigrade performance level. It is blended with superior quality paraﬃnic
base stock in conjunction with superior additive package technology. It is formulated for high
speed, naturally aspirated and turbo charged diesel and gasoline engines. It gives out-standing
service in oﬀ and on highway, heavy and light duty vehicles.
ZEETEX THUNDER DIESEL ENGINE OIL has an excellent TBN retention property which provides
good protection against piston ring sticking, bearing corrosion, varnish accumulation, oil
thickening and accelerated engine wear. It is the top-of-the-line product for diesel engines and
has excellent additive package of detergent-dispersant, anti-wear and anti-oxidant which
provides long engine life under severe operating conditions. It provides outstanding engine
protection even under tough operating conditions and maximizes engine life through excellent
control on wear and deposit formation. It also helps in minimizing inventory cost through
providing one product for mixed ﬂeet.
ZEETEX THUNDER DIESEL ENGINE OIL
SAE GRADE: 15W/40, 20W/50
PERFORMANCE LEVEL:
API classiﬁcation: CF-4/SJ
European speciﬁcation: ACEA A2/B2/E2/98 MB 227.1,228.1, VOLVO VDS
U.S. Military speciﬁcation: MIL-L-2104 E, MIL-L-46152 E
ZEETEX TURBO DIESEL ENGINE OIL is a supreme quality multi-grade diesel engine oil designed
for all types of naturally aspirated and turbo charged diesel engines, operating under high
speed, high load and severe ﬁeld conditions.
ZEETEX TURBO DIESEL ENGINE OIL is designed for extended oil drain intervals, in diesel
powered on and oﬀ road equipment. It has outstanding detergency and dispersancy levels and
provides excellent protection from oxidation, rust and corrosion. The multi-grade formulation
provides optimum fuel economy, oil consumption control, low temperature pump-ability and
startability.
ZEETEX POWER PLUS DIESEL ENGINE OIL
SAE GRADE: 40,50
PERFORMANCE LEVEL:
API classiﬁcation: CF/SF
European speciﬁcation: CAT-TO2, CCMC G1/G2,D1/D2
U.S. Military speciﬁcation: MIL-L-2104D, MIL-L-46152B
ZEETEX POWER PLUS DIESEL ENGINE OIL is a multi-grade diesel engine oil and blend of superior quality

paraﬃn base stock and specially selected additive package. It is recommended for use in turbo charged and
naturally aspirated diesel engine for cars, pickup and trucks. It is suitable for gasoline engines where API SF
grade is recommended.
ZEETEX POWER PLUS DIESEL ENGINE OIL has excellent detergent-dispersant ability to keep the engine
clean and give extended drain. It has excellent viscosity index improver and pour point depressant to operate
in extreme conditions. It contains eﬀective package of anti-wear, anti-rust and anti-corrosion which grant
longer engine life. It has good startability at low temperature and excellent control over sludge formation.

Available in 208, 20, 5 & 1 Liter packs

• Hydraulic Oils.
• Transmission Oils
• Gear Oils etc..

The grades are available in various ISO VG grades and NLGI numbers.

Greases & special ﬂuids
Automotive Greases
ZEETEX MULTI PURPOSE GREASE
NLGI Number : 1, 2, 3
ZEETEX MULTI PURPOSE GREASE is a superior quality smooth textured grease. It is made from
solvent reﬁned high viscosity index paraﬃn base stock and excellent additive package with
anti-wear, anti-rust, anti-corrosion and extreme pressure qualities.
ZEETEX MULTI PURPOSE GREASE is equally suitable in industrial and automotive applications.
It is suitable for diﬀerent types of plain, roller and ball bearings used in blowers, pumps, gear
boxes and electric motors.
ZEETEX MULTI PURPOSE GREASE contains excellent quality additive to maintain its structure
under heavy shock loading and vibration. It has high chemical stability to provide good
resistance against wear, rust and corrosion.
ZEETEX MULTI PURPOSE GREASE has good resistance against water wash out and excellent
lubricity and prevents leakage.
ZEETEX EP GREASE
NLGI Number : 2, 3
ZEETEX EP GREASE is a good quality smooth textured grease. It is made from solvent reﬁned
high viscosity index paraﬃnic base stock and Lithium hydroxyl stearate soap. It contains
extreme pressure, anti-wear, anti-rust and anti-corrosion additive package to assure its best
performance in heavy-duty and shock loading operation.
ZEETEX EP GREASE is specially formulated for industrial applications. It is also recommended
for heavy-duty oﬀ and on highway automobiles.
ZEETEX EP GREASE is suitable for all types of plain ball and roller bearing used in gear boxes,
pumps, electric motors, blowers and other heavy-duty equipment.
ZEETEX EP GREASE contains excellent extreme pressure additive package to prove its structure
stability in shock loading and vibration. It has high chemical stability to protect moving parts
from wear, rust and corrosion.
ZEETEX CAL GREASE
NLGI Number : 2, 3
ZEETEX CAL GREASE is a good quality, smooth, textured, calcium base general purpose grease.
It is formulated with highly reﬁned base stock, calcium soap thickener and balanced additive
package.
ZEETEX CAL GREASE is suitable for automobile chassis, water pumps, workshop and
construction equipment. It provides protection against rust, corrosion and wear and has
outstanding ability to resist water wash out.

Available in 180, 15, 1 & 1/2 kilogrames packs
Radial Coolant & Antifreeze It is a coolest, antifreeze and corrosion inhibitor-concentrate,
based on ethylene glycol for use in cooling system of gasoline and diesel engines.

Available in 200, 4 & 1 Liter packs

